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The Four Horsemen Tuba/Euphonium quartet came together to perform fresh, lively interpretations of the quartet's standard repertoire, as well as introduce the audience to exciting original music and new transcriptions. All four of us began our journey in a traditional academic setting. After graduating from the University of Kentucky, we soared our individual
paths of life - learning, performing, composing, traveling, learning outside music, adopting pets with a quarter of a life of crises, etc. Four riders emerged in 1982 as a professional entertainment group for Kentucky Horse Park in Lexington, Ky.  The band performed during the summer for almost a decade.  In the 1990s, the riders moved to the student
ensemble; its members consisted of undergraduate and graduate students under the tutelage of Dr. Schip Gray. Through many reincarnations, they performed frequently throughout central Kentucky and in chamber music competitions.  In 2015, Four Riders established itself as a professional ensemble of chamber music, commissioning new works for the
tuba-euphony quartet, regularly performing throughout the country, and working on expanding the repertoire of tuba and euphonium.  This latest edition of the quartet consists of George Palton, J.D. Salas, Aaron Meacham and Jeff Barbie.George Palton is active as a tuba/euphonium performer, arranger and educator, and is currently deputy director of
admissions to dePaw University School of Music.  J.D. Salas is currently an associate professor at Tuba and Euphonium at Stephen F. Austin State University.  Aaron Meacham is a composer interested in brass, sacred and brass music who currently works as a medical physicist in northwest Arkansas. Jeff Barbie recently received a DMA from the University
of Missouri-Kansas City and works at Indiana University School of Medicine as a evaluation and evaluation specialist. Through our unique combination of talents and traditions, our goal is to provide our audience with distinctive experiences and bring a new interpretation of the tuba/euphony quartet genre. On request: For any online note order, get free
access to digital copies through the Newzik app (Web or iPad) After many titles in our Wind Ensemble catalog, you will see a set of numbers enclosed in brackets, as in this example: Description of the Price of Rimsky-Korsakovquintet in Bb No 1011-1 w/piano-Item: 26746 .75 In the description of the price of Rimsky-Korsakovquintet in Bb No 1011-1 w/piano-
Item: 26746.75 In the description of the price of Rimsky-Korsquinquintet in Bb No 1011-1 w/piano-Item: 26746.75 In the description of the price of Rimsky-Korsquinquinetet in Bb No 1011-1 w/piano-Item: 26746.75 In the description of the price of Rimsky-Korsquinquintet in Bb No. 1011-1 w/piano-Item: 26746.75 In the description of the price of Rimsky-
Korsquinquintet in Bb No. 1011-1 w/piano-Item: 26746.75 In the description of the price of Rimsky-Kors The first number means flute, second for Goboy, third for clarinet, fourth for basson, and fifth (separated from the wooden dash winds) for Horne. Any additional tools (Piano in this example) are marked w/ (meaning c) or using the plus sign. Flute Obo
Clarinet Bassoon - Horn This wooden spirit quartet for 1 flute, no oboe, 1 clarinet, 1 bassoon, 1 horn and piano. Sometimes the ensemble has instruments, no more than those shown above. They are related to their respective basic tools either with d if the same player doubles the tool, or I if an additional player is required. Whenever this happens, we will
separate the first four numbers with commas for clarity. Thus, a double cane quartet of 2 oboes, an English horn and a bassoon will look like this: 0.2'1.1,1-0 Note 21 part means 2 oboe plus English horn Names without bracket numbers supposed to use standard instrument protection. The following are considered standard instruments: Duo - flute and
clarinet - or trio -1010-0 - flute, oboe and clarinet - or quartet 1110-0 - flute, wallpaper, clarinet and bassoon - or quintet - flute, goboy, clarinet, bass guitar - or quintet - flute, oboe, Clarinet, Fagot and Horn - or 1111-1 After many titles in our brass ensemble catalog, you'll see a set of five numbers enclosed in brackets, as in this example: Description of the
Price of CoplandFanfare for the common man 343.01 w/tympani Item: 02158 $14.95 Numbers in brackets tell you how many of each instrument is in the ensemble. The first number means Pipe, second for Horne, third for Trombone, fourth (separated from the first three point) for Euphonium and fifth for Tuba. Any additional tools (Tympani in this example)
are listed w/ (meaning c) or using the plus sign. The Horn Trombone Tube.   Euphonium Tuba Thus, Copeland Fanfare is shown above for 3 pipes, 4 horns, 3 trombones, no Euphonium, 1 Tuba and Tympani. There is no separate number for Bass Trombone, but in general it can be assumed that if there are several parts of the trombone, the lowest part
can/should be performed on Bass Trombone. The headlines listed in our catalog without bracket numbers are supposed to use Standard Devices. Next is the Standard Instrumentation: Brass Duet - Pipe and Trombone, or 101.00 Brass Trio - Pipe, Horn and trombone, or 111.00 Spirit quartet - 2 Pipes, Horn and Trombone, or 211.00 Brass quintet - 2 Pipes,
Horn, Trombone and Tuba, or 211.01 Brass Sexte and More - No Standard Tools People often ask us about PJBE or Philip Jones instrument. This special instrument is adopted and perfected by the Philip Jones brass ensemble. It consists of forces 414.01, and often includes percussion and/or Tympani. In addition, there are often doubles in the pipe section
- Piccolo and Flugelhorn is the most common. Although it's has become common, it is still not standard as many brass dectets use very different forces, more often with more horns than PJBE. After many titles in our String Ensemble catalog, you'll see a set of four numbers enclosed in brackets, as in this example: Description of AtwellVance's Dance Price
(0220) Item: $32599 $8.95 These numbers tell you how much each instrument is in the ensemble. The first number means Violin, the second for Viola, the third for the cello, and the fourth for the double bass. So this string quartet is for 2 violas and 2 cellos, not the usual 2110. Headlines without bracket numbers are supposed to use Standard Tooling. Next is
considered standard Instrument: String Duet - Viola - String Trio - String Trio - Violin, Viola, Cello - String quartet - 2 Violins, Viola, Cello - String quintet Viola, Cello, Bass - 2111 After some titles in our orchestra and band catalogs, you will see the numerical code encased in brackets, as in these examples: Order yti Description Price BeethovenSymphony No
1 in C, op 21 2.2,2-2,2,0,0, tymp, 44322 $150.00 Overture JonesWind Band Overture (2'1,1,3'ac'bc,2,SATB-2'2,4,3'1,1, boob, percussion, bass) $85.00 MacKenzieHinHinHinHinHin Pond Fantasy (DePaolo) 2d11,1,2-1.1-2.2 (No2), 3.0, perc, tymp, 44322, Eb clarinet, SAATB saxophones, trombone solo $75.00 In brackets figures tell you the exact instruments
of the ensemble. The system used above is standard in the orchestra's music field. The first set of numbers (before the dash) represent Woodwinds. A set of numbers after a dash represent brass. Shock abbreviated after brass. Strings are represented by a series of five digits representing the number of each part (first violin, second violin, viola, cello, bass).
Other obligatory and solo parts follow the lines: Woodwinds-Brass, Percussion, Strings, Other major supporting tools (piccolo, English horn, bass clarinet, contrabasun, Wagnerian tuba, cornet and euphony) are associated with their respective instruments or with d, if the same player doubles the auxiliary tool, or I, if an additional player is required. Tools
shown in brackets are optional and can be omitted. Example 1 - Beethoven: 2,2,2,2-2,0,0, thymp, 44322 Beethoven's example is typical of many classical and early romantic fare. In this case, the winds double (2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets and 2 bassoons), and there are two horns and pipes. No low brass. There's Timpani. Strings of standard configuration
44322 (4 first violin, 4 second violin, 3 violas, 2 cellos, 2 basses). Sometimes the lines are simply listed as str, which means 44,322 lines. Example 2 - Jones: (concert band/wind ensemble example) 2'1'ac'bc,2,SAATB-2'2,4,3'1,1, tymp, percussion, Bass Guitar Second Example is common to a concert band or wind ensemble piece. This is a fixous work for 2
flutes (plus piccolo), 1 oboe, 3 clarinets plus viola and bass clarinets, 2 bassoons, 5 saxophones (soprano, 2 viola, tenor and bari), 2 trumpets (plus 2 cornet), 3 trombones, euphonium, tuba, timpani, percussion and double bass. Notice the inclusion of saxophones after bassoon for this band's work. Note also that a separate part of the euphony is attached to
the trombone with a plus sign. For orchestral music saxophones are at the end (see saxophones below. It is very typical for a group of sets to have multiple copies of parts, especially flute, clarinet, saxophone, trumpet, trombone and percussion. 2d11,1,2-1,1-2.2 (No2), 3.0, perc, tymp, 66432, eb clarinet, SAATB saxophones, trombone solo In the third
example we have a rather extreme use of the system. This is an orchestral work for piccolo, 2 flutes (1 of which doubles on piccolo), 1 oboe, 2 clarinets plus additional bass clarinet, 1 bassoon, 2 horns, 2 trumpets (plus extra 2 cornet), 3 trombones, no tuba, percussion, tympanic, 6 first violins, 6 second violins, 4 violas, 3 cellos, 2 double bass, eb clarinet (as
an extra chair, not twice) 2 viola, tenor and baritone) and trombone soloist. Note: This system lists Horn in front of the pipe. This is a standard orchestral nomenclature. Unless otherwise stated, we will use this system for both orchestra and group works (in most of the band's scores, the trumpet is preceded by Horn and sometimes the oboe and the bassoon
follow the Clarinet). It should also be noted that Euphonium can be doubled either by trombone or Tuba. Typically, the orchestra's scores have a tuba associated with euphony, but this happens where Trombone is in charge instead. Saxophones when included in orchestral music (they are rare) will be shown in another instrument place after the strings and in
front of the soloist, if any. However, for the band's music, they are usually present and therefore will be listed after bassoon as something similar to SAATB, where S'soprano, A'alto, T'tenor and B'baritone. Letters duplicated (as in A in this example) point to several parts. And finally, Here's another way to visualize the above code sequence: flute (doubles or
with optional Piccolo) oboe (double or with extra English Horn) Clarinet (double or with additional bass clarinet) Bassoon (double or with additional Contrabassoon) Saxophones (group music only, featuring SATB voiceover) - (dash) Horn (double or with additional Wagner) (double or with additional Euphonium) Timpani String Drums (1st and 2nd Violins,
Viola, Cello, Bass) Bass) Mandatory Parts Soloist (s) Page 2 After many titles in our Wind Ensemble catalog, you'll see a set of numbers encased in brackets, as in this example: Description of the Price of Roman-Korsakov querteet in Bb No 1011-1 w/piano-Item: 26746 $28.75 In brackets rooms tell you the exact instrumentation of the ensemble. The first
number stands for the flute, the second for Goboy, the third for the clarinet, the fourth for the basson, and the fifth (separated from the wooden winds dash) for Horne. Any additional tools (Piano in this example) are marked w/ (meaning c) or using the plus sign. Flute Obo Clarinet Bassoon - Horn This wooden spirit quartet for 1 flute, no oboe, 1 clarinet, 1
bassoon, 1 horn and piano. Sometimes the ensemble has instruments, no more than those shown above. They are related to their respective basic tools either with d if the same player doubles the tool, or I if an additional player is required. Whenever this happens, we will separate the first four numbers with commas for clarity. Thus, a double cane quartet of
2 oboes, an English horn and a bassoon will look like this: 0.2'1.1,1-0 Note 21 part means 2 oboe plus English horn Names without bracket numbers supposed to use standard instrument protection. The following are considered standard instruments: Duo - flute and clarinet - or trio -1010-0 - flute, oboe and clarinet - or quartet 1110-0 - flute, wallpaper, clarinet
and bassoon - or quintet - flute, goboy, clarinet, bass guitar - or quintet - flute, oboe, Clarinet, Fagot and Horn - or 1111-1 After many titles in our brass ensemble catalog, you'll see a set of five numbers enclosed in brackets, as in this example: Description of the Price of CoplandFanfare for the common man 343.01 w/tympani Item: 02158 $14.95 Numbers in
brackets tell you how many of each instrument is in the ensemble. The first number means Pipe, second for Horne, third for Trombone, fourth (separated from the first three point) for Euphonium and fifth for Tuba. Any additional tools (Tympani in this example) are listed w/ (meaning c) or using the plus sign. The Horn Trombone Tube.   Euphonium Tuba
Thus, Copeland Fanfare is shown above for 3 pipes, 4 horns, 3 trombones, no Euphonium, 1 Tuba and Tympani. There is no separate number for Bass Trombone, but in general it can be assumed that if there are several parts of the trombone, the lowest part can/should be performed on Bass Trombone. The headlines listed in our catalog without bracket
numbers are supposed to use Standard Devices. The following are considered Standard Instruments: Brass Duet - Pipe and Trombone, or 101.00 Brass Trio - Pipe, Horn and Trombone, or 111.00 Copper quartet - 2 pipes, Horn and Trombone, or 211.00 Latunut - 2 pipes, Horn, Tuba, or 211.01 Brass Sextet and more - No Standard Tool People often ask us
about PJBE or Philip Jones appliances. This special instrument is adopted and perfected by the Philip Jones brass ensemble. It consists of forces 414.01, and often includes percussion and/or Tympani. In addition, there are often doubles in the pipe section - Piccolo and Flugelhorn is the most common. Although this appliances have become common, it is
still not standard as many brass dectets use very different forces, more often with more horns than PJBE. After many titles in our String Ensemble catalog, you'll see a set of four numbers enclosed in brackets, as in this example: Description of AtwellVance's Dance Price (0220) Item: $32599 $8.95 These numbers tell you how much each instrument is in the
ensemble. The first number means Violin, the second for Viola, the third for the cello, and the fourth for the double bass. So this string quartet is for 2 violas and 2 cellos, not the usual 2110. Headlines without bracket numbers are supposed to use Standard Tooling. Next is considered standard Instrument: String Duet - Viola - String Trio - String Trio - Violin,
Viola, Cello - String quartet - 2 Violins, Viola, Cello - String quintet Viola, Cello, Bass - 2111 After some titles in our orchestra and band catalogs, you will see the numerical code encased in brackets, as in these examples: Order yti Description Price BeethovenSymphony No 1 in C, op 21 2.2,2-2,2,0,0, tymp, 44322 $150.00 Overture JonesWind Band Overture
(2'1,1,3'ac'bc,2,SATB-2'2,4,3'1,1, boob, percussion, bass) $85.00 MacKenzieHinHinHinHinHin Pond Fantasy (DePaolo) 2d11,1,2-1.1-2.2 (No2), 3.0, perc, tymp, 44322, Eb clarinet, SAATB saxophones, trombone solo $75.00 In brackets figures tell you the exact instruments of the ensemble. The system used above is standard in the orchestra's music field.
The first set of numbers (before the dash) represent Woodwinds. A set of numbers after a dash represent brass. Shock abbreviated after brass. Strings are represented by a series of five digits representing the number of each part (first violin, second violin, viola, cello, bass). Other obligatory and solo parts follow the lines: Woodwinds-Brass, Percussion,
Strings, Other major supporting tools (piccolo, English horn, bass clarinet, contrabasun, Wagnerian tuba, cornet and euphony) are associated with their respective instruments or with d, if the same player doubles the auxiliary tool, or I, if an additional player is required. Tools shown in brackets are optional and can be omitted. Example 1 - Beethoven: 2,2,2,2-
2,0,0, thymp, 44322 Beethoven's example is typical of many classical and early romantic fare. In this case, the winds all doubled (2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets and 2 bassoons), and there are two horns and pipes. No low brass. There's Timpani. Strings of standard configuration 44322 (4 first violin, 4 second violin, 3 violas, 2 cellos, 2 basses). Sometimes the
lines are simply listed as str, which means 44,322 lines. Example 2 - Jones: (concert band/wind ensemble example) 2 ' 1,1'ac'bc,2,SAATB-2'2,3'1,1, tymp, percussion, bass guitar The second example is common to a concert band or wind ensemble piece. This is a fixous work for 2 flutes (plus piccolo), 1 oboe, 3 clarinets plus viola and bass clarinets, 2
bassoons, 5 saxophones (soprano, 2 viola, tenor and bari), 2 trumpets (plus 2 cornet), 3 trombones, euphonium, tuba, timpani, percussion and double bass. Notice the inclusion of saxophones after bassoon for this band's work. Note also that a separate part of the euphony is attached to the trombone with a plus sign. For orchestral music saxophones are at
the end (see saxophones below. It is very typical for a group of sets to have multiple copies of parts, especially flute, clarinet, saxophone, trumpet, trombone and percussion. 2d11,1,2-1,1-2.2 (No2), 3.0, perc, tymp, 66432, eb clarinet, SAATB saxophones, trombone solo In the third example we have a rather extreme use of the system. This is an orchestral
work for piccolo, 2 flutes (1 of which doubles on piccolo), 1 oboe, 2 clarinets plus an additional bass clarinet, 1 bass, 2 horns, 2 trumpets (plus additional 2 cornet), 3 trombones, no tuba, percussion, tympanum, 6 first violins, 6 second violins, 4 violas, 3 cellos, 2 double bass, a clarinet (as an extra chair, not twice), 5 saxophones (soprano, 2 violas, tenor
baritone) Note: This system lists before the trumpet. This is a standard orchestral nomenclature. Unless otherwise stated, we will use this system for both orchestra and group works (in most of the band's scores, the trumpet is preceded by Horn and sometimes the oboe and the bassoon follow the Clarinet). It should also be noted that Euphonium can be
doubled either by trombone or Tuba. Typically, the orchestra's scores have a tuba associated with euphony, but this happens where Trombone is in charge instead. Saxophones when included in orchestral music (they are rare) will be shown in another instrument place after the strings and in front of the soloist, if any. However, for the band's music, they are
usually present and therefore will be listed after bassoon as something similar to SAATB, where S'soprano, A'alto, T'tenor and B'baritone. Letters duplicated (as in A in this example) point to several parts. And finally, here's another way to visualize the above code sequence: flute (doubles or with Piccolo) Obo Goboy or with additional English horn) Clarinet
(double or with additional bass clarinet) Bassoon (double or with additional double bassoon) Saxophones (only band music, Featuring SATB Voiceover) - (dash) Horn (double or with additional Wagner Tuba) Pipe (double or with extra Cornet) Trombone (double or with additional Euphonium) Tuba (double or with additional Euphonium) Percussion Timpani
Strings (1st and 2nd Violin, Viola, Cello , Bass) Other obligatory parts of the soloist (s) Soloist tuba euphonium quartet pdf. tuba euphonium quartet music free. sotto voce tuba euphonium quartet. esmeralda for euphonium tuba quartet. tuba euphonium quartet youtube
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